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Abstract
The work carried out to explore the feasibility of 
reconstructing human constrained motion 
manipulation skills is reported. This is achieved by 
tracing and learning the manipulation performed by a 
human operator in a haptic rendered virtual 
environment. The peg-in-hole insertion problem is 
used as a case study. In the developed system, force 
and position variables generated in the haptic 
rendered virtual environment combined with a priori 
knowledge about the task are used to identify and 
learn the skills in the newly demonstrated task. The 
data obtained from the virtual environment is 
classified into different cluster sets using Fuzzy 
Gustafson–Kessel Model (FGK). Principal Component 
Analysis (PCA) is applied to each cluster to reduce the 
dimension of the data. The clusters in the optimum 
cluster set are tuned using Locally Weighted 
Regression (LWR) to produce prediction models for 
robot trajectory performing the physical assembly 
based on the force/position information received from 
the rig. 
1. Introduction 
The effectiveness of computer simulation can be 
augmented using haptic rendering. A haptic interface, 
or force feedback device increases the quality of 
human-computer interaction by accommodating the 
sense of touch in computer simulation. It provides an 
attractive augmentation to visual display and 
significantly enhances the level of immersion in a 
virtual environment.  
In this work, haptic rendered virtual modeling is 
used as part of a new paradigm for programming 
robotics manipulator to perform complex constrained 
motion tasks. The peg-in-hole assembly process is 
used as a platform to study the concept, as it concisely 
represents a constrained motion force sensitive 
manufacturing task with all the attendant issues of 
jamming, tight clearances, and the need for quick 
assembly times, reliably, etc. Human operator 
demonstrates both good and bad examples of the 
desired behaviour in the haptic virtual environment. 
Position and contact force and torque data as well as 
orientation generated in the virtual environment 
combined with a priori knowledge about the task is 
used to identify and learn the skills in the newly 
demonstrated tasks and then to reproduce them in the 
robotics system. The robot evaluates the controller’s 
performance and thus learns the best way to produce 
that behaviour. 
The data obtained from the virtual environment is 
classified into different cluster sets using Fuzzy 
Gustafson–Kessel Model. Each cluster represents a 
contact state between the peg and the hole. The data in 
the clusters consists of fourteen different parameters 
including force and position variables. In order to 
reduce the dimension of the data, Principal Component 
Analysis (PCA) is applied to each cluster. PCA is a 
classical statistical method usually used to find patterns 
in high dimensional data. The method has been 
successfully applied in the past to face recognition and 
image compression. A reduced dimension and high 
feature related vector is simpler to interpret and 
understand than the original raw data. It will be easier 
and less time consuming for machine learning 
algorithms to learn human skills based on these highly 
focused and lower dimension data. The compression 
level is determined according to the error produced in 
the compression process. 
The number of the cluster sets is determined based 
on minimum compression error and maximum 
dimension removed. The clusters in the optimum 
cluster set are tuned using Locally Weighted 
Regression (LWR) to produce prediction models for 
robot trajectory performing the physical assembly 
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based on the force/position information received from 
the rig.  
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 briefly provides the development platform 
employed in the work to perform the peg-in-hole 
insertion with a 6 DOF haptic device. The assembly 
state classification training by Fuzzy Gustafson–Kessel 
Model and dimension reducing by Principal 
Component Analysis is then described. This will be 
followed by the employment of the locally weighted 
regression (LWR) on skill acquisition from the virtual 
environment in Section 3. Physical manipulation 
results are presented in Section 4. Finally, conclusion 
of the work and suggestions for future work are given 
in Section 5. 
2. Haptic rendered virtual environment 
The data used by the robot to acquire basic 
manipulation skills is generated from a haptic rendered 
virtual environment. The haptic rendered virtual 
manipulation environment consists of a six degree-of-
freedom (6DOF) haptic device PHANToM Premium 
1.5 [1] and Reachin API [2] along with VRML and 
Python [2], which are used to construct the virtual 
haptic manipulation environment of the peg-in-hole 
insertion. 
Figure 1 shows the developed virtual environment. 
The peg is a dynamic rigid object in the haptic 
rendered virtual environment. The force and torque 
reacted to the peg are transferred to PHANToM 
Premium 1.5 through the spring damper system. The 
hole is static in the environment while the peg can be 
translated and rotated.  
Figure 1. 6DOF Peg-in-hole haptic virtual environment 
The haptic rendered model of the peg-in-hole 
assembly insertion generating force and torque data is 
constructed using the virtual proxy method [3].  The 
virtual rigid peg is defined as a virtual proxy and 
controlled by the physical ReachIn probe in the haptic 
rendered virtual environment. The position of the 
virtual proxy is changed according to alteration in the 
probe’s position. 
Figure 2 shows the position, force and torque data 
as well as change in the rotation angle from the last 
step to the current, obtained from the haptic rendered 
virtual environment. 
Figure 2. The training data obtained from the virtual 
environment 
3. Skill acquisition 
Fuzzy Gustafson–Kessel algorithm (FGK) is 
applied to the trajectory associated with the 
manipulation performed by the operator in the haptic 
virtual environment. The algorithm classifies the 
trajectory into a number of clusters, each representing 
a state. In the first stage of the process the constraints 
on the state variables are learned. These constraints 
determine the corresponding desired state and choose 
the best trajectory to the next state. The Fuzzy 
Gustafson–Kessel classifier, obtained by training the 
data form the haptic rendered virtual environment, will 
be used to estimate assembly states in on-line analysis. 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is then applied 
to each cluster for dimension reduction and feature 
extraction. The number of clusters is determined based 
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on a flatness index of the clusters combined with PCA 
compression rate [10]. Actions that determine the best 
trajectory from current state to next state are computed 
using knowledge of the system dynamics, acquired 
through Locally Weighted Regression (LWR) method 
and encoded as the on-line nonlinear function 
approximator for the trajectories. 
Figure 3 illustrates the skill acquisition procedure. 
The first row represents the offline training procedure. 
30 group of data obtained from the haptic virtual 
environment are used in Fuzzy Gustafson–Kessel 
classifier training. Thin lines represent the flow of data 
in the training progress. The second row represents the 
online data analysis. Thick lines represent the 
sensoring data in the physical assembly procedure 
from the experimental rig. Dotted lines represent the 
use of previously trained module. 
Figure 3. Skill acquisition procedure 
3.1 Data Refinement 
The noise in the data is removed before analysis. 
The following algorithm [4] is applied to refine the 
data, in which u is the action vector: 
1. Remove irrelevant actions that do not enhance 
an action. This is defined by 0, ssu ,
where s is an application specific threshold. 
2. Remove the operator’s rough control. If the 
differences between two continuous actions are 
too large, their average value will be used 
instead.  
3.2 State Classification by FGK 
The Fuzzy Gustafson-Kessel clustering algorithm 
has been widely used for fuzzy data analysis and 
pattern recognition [7], because it is flexible in 
automatically determining the optimal hyper-
ellipsoidal cluster from the training data set. This 
algorithm uses statistic analysis of the data generated 
from haptic rendered virtual environment, and divides 
them into groups according to their common 
characteristic.  
A separate norm matrix Mi is calculated to 
determine the shape of the clusters. These norm 
matrices are updated together with the centres of the 
corresponding clusters. Therefore the prototypes of the 
clusters are a pair (vi, Fi).
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ii FFM              (1) 
where vi is the centre of the cluster and Fi is the 
covariance matrix, which defines the shapes of the 
clusters. vi and Fi are defined in equation 4. 
The FGK computes the distance to the prototypes 
as: 
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where zj represents each data set. 
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where uij are membership degrees of the data vector 
zj in the ith cluster. 
The prototypes are updated according to the 
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3.3 Dimension Decrease by PCA 
The dimension of the recorded data from the haptic 
rendered virtual environment is large, but the 
components of the data are highly redundant. It is 
useful in this situation to reduce the dimension of the 
input vectors. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is 
an effective procedure for performing this operation. It 
generates the following outcomes:  
It orthogonalizes the components of the input 
vectors so that they are uncorrelated with each other. 
It orders the resulting orthogonal components, 
principal components, so that those with the largest 
variation come first. 
It eliminates those components that contribute the 
least to the variation in the dataset.  
Principal Component Analysis is based on the 
statistical representation of a random variable. The aim 
is to find a set of M orthogonal vectors in data space 
that account for as much data variance as possible. 
Projecting the data from their original N-dimensional 
space onto the M-dimensional subspace spanned by 
these vectors results in a dimensionality reduction that 
often retains most of the intrinsic information in the 
data [9].  
Given a set of training vectors x from the n
dimensional input space Rn,
))(),...,(),(()( 21 knkkk txtxtxtX , where tk is the kth 
observation time.  
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The Principal Component Analysis looks for a 
yh(tk), which is a linear combination of the components 
of X(tk)
11 )()( kk tXty  , so that the approximation to X,
11 )(ˆ ktyX , }ˆ{
2
XXe , e is minimized. 
The residuals h,,2  can be found using the 
same method.  
k
l
j
jjkk tXtX
1
])([)(ˆ , where k are the 
residuals. 
3.4 Determining the Number of Clusters 
The number of cluster must be specified before 
clustering. The higher the number of clusters, the finer 
will be the approximation of the nonlinear. This, 
however, but also more parameters with higher 
variance have to be estimated. If no prior knowledge 
on the number of clusters is available, then automatic 
procedures can be applied.  
A new approach for automatic determining of the 
number of the clusters, based on a flatness index of the 
cluster [10] and Principal Component Analysis (PCA), 
has been developed in the this paper. In this approach, 
the eigenvalues are sorted of the cluster covariance 
matrix Ci in a descending order, niii ,2,1, .
When approximating the regression surface, the 
obtained hyperellipsoidal clusters are flat, i.e., one of 
the axes is much shorter than the others. Consequently, 
the smallest eigenvalues ni,  is significantly smaller 
than the remaining ones. In order to efficiently 
approximate the regression surface by hyperplanes, the 
clusters should be as flat as possible. The flatness 
index ti of a cluster is defined as a ratio between the 
smallest and the largest eigenvalue, that is 
1,, / iniit . An aggregate measure called the 
average cluster flatness is defined as c
i i
ni
A
c
t
1 1,
,1
The data cluster sets obtained from the Fuzzy 
Gustafson–Kessel Model consists of fourteen different 
parameters including force and position variables and 
could be more in the future research. In order to reduce 
the dimension of the data, Principal Component 
Analysis (PCA) is applied to each cluster. The 
compression level is determined according to the error 
produced in the compression process, that 
is
ninini Ddp ,,, / . A compression rate pi,n is defined by 
the ratio of the most significant eigenvalue number di,n
(or the remain dimension numbers after compression) 
the and the number of original eigenvalue Di,n. The 
eigenvalue number di,n is decided by an error 
percentage ei, }ˆ{
2
iii XXe , which is the Frobenius 
norm between the compressed matrix and original data 
matrix. The error tolerance E must be set before the 
calculation of pi,n.  The number of clusters and the 
compression rate of each cluster is calculated by  
)(
1
1 1,
,
i
c
i i
ni
p
c
PT . The optimal values of i,n and di,n,
are found by minimising PT.
As a result, five clusters are determined. The 
compression rate p and the error percentage e for each 
cluster are shown in Table. 1. 
Cluster 
1
Cluster 
2
Cluster 
3
Cluster 
4
Cluster 
5
p (e< 
10%)
28.6% 21.4% 35.7% 35.7% 28.6% 
Table 1. Error percentage below 10% the maximum 
compression rate achieved 
3.5 Trajectory Reconstruction 
Locally Weighted Regression (LWR) method is 
encoded as the approximator for the trajectories in 
each state during physical manipulation.  In most 
learning methods, a single global model is used to fit 
all the training data, while local models attempt to fit 
the training data only in a region around the location of 
the query point. Locally weighted regression is one of 
the methods, which uses a distance weighted 
regression to fit nearby points, giving them a high 
relevance. Locally weighted regression is a form of 
lazy and memory based learning, since it stores the 
training data in memory and finds relevant data from 
the database to answer a particular query point [5]. 
When a locally weighted linear model is computed, the 
stored data points are weighted according to the 
distance from the query point.  
The recorded training data is classified into several 
groups according to contact states between the peg and 
the hole. Specific indexes are assigned to each group. 
The index speeds up the search process in the physical 
manipulation by looking for the actions associated 
with a particular state in a sub-training data set rather 
than the whole database.  
The following issues are considered when locally 
weighted regression learning is applied [6]: 
1. Distance function: the relevance between data 
points is measured using diagonally weighted 
Euclidean distance. 
),()()(
))((),( 2
qxE
TT
j
jjjm
MMdqxMMqx
qxmqxd
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mj is the feature scaling factor for the jth 
dimension. M is a diagonal matrix with Mjj=mj.
2. Separable criterion: the weights of training 
points are computed using Gaussian kernel, 
which has infinite extent: 
)exp()( 2ddK
3. Enough data: Sufficient data are needed to 
satisfy the statistical requirements. 
4. Labeled data: Each training data point should 
be linked to a specific output. 
5. Representations: Fixed length vectors are 
produced for a list of specified features. 
4. Results 
The developed algorithm was applied to an 
experimental rig consisting of a hole with two degrees 
of freedom (the pitch and yaw angles) controlled by 
two stepper motors, and a peg with one degree of 
freedom (the translation along the axis of the peg) 
controlled by a DC speed motor. These 3DOF are 
sufficient to study the insertion phase. The radius of 
the peg is l0mm and that of the hole is 10.05mm. The 
clearance between the peg and the hole is 0.05mm. The 
hole has 0.18°degree turning angle in each step.  
Figure 4. Experimental results 
A typical performance of the approach is illustrated 
in Figure 4, which shows the forces: fx, fy, fz, the torque 
around X, Y-axis: Mx, My and the position translation 
along Z-axis. 
5. Conclusion 
The development of a new paradigm for programming 
of robotics manipulators performing complex 
constrained motion tasks was reported in the paper. 
The manipulation skills are acquired from the 
demonstration of the task performed by a human 
operator in a haptic rendered virtual manipulation 
environment. The peg-in-hole assembly process is 
used as a platform to study the concept. The work 
explores how human psychomotor manipulation skills 
can be replicated by a machine.   
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